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And how it appears to the folks responding in Orange County, California  

Voice of the American Sovereign
(VOAS)

Mission:  The Scanned Retina; A Private Citizen Advocacy Membership Association, dedicated 
to Securing Lawful Constitutional Compliance for all Americans.

scannedretina mission statement

The “truth” is whatever we want it to be.

Sovereignty!

***GLOBAL NOTICE*** Highest Administrative Authority in America Recognizes “We 

the People,” are Sovereign!

https://scannedretina.files.wordpress.com/2018/06/scannedretina-mission-statement1.pdf
https://scannedretina.com/2015/07/22/sovereignty/
https://scannedretina.com/2017/09/23/global-notice-highest-administrative-authority-in-america-recognizes-we-the-people-are-sovereign/
https://scannedretina.com/2017/09/23/global-notice-highest-administrative-authority-in-america-recognizes-we-the-people-are-sovereign/
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1.  The voices of the people...

https://nextdoor.com/news_feed/?
post=107976058&comment=251629400&ct=JOez3iqNIiJqlOxG0K0Bj_wTB78QPwnKppEnEi
NCg40IFMT_UeGBPv1TDP4rBF9E&ec=CUuITXfgC4y3JTZ2xRbYqsCEDVfj1pLaDEEEO8r
W-uw%3D&lc=2193

Christina Atkinson
, Huntington Crest

Please take action to oppose SB 276!

If you haven’t heard, Senator Pan, the same who authored SB277 to eliminate personal belief 
and religious vaccine exemptions is at it again with his new bill aimed at violating the sacred 
doctor/patient relationship. If passed, this bill would restrict medical exemptions from children 
who desperately need it, previously vaccine injured or high risk due to family history. It would 
put into effect a standardized form to be approved by a health official in Sacramento or their 
designee (aka whoever they want) to approve or deny any MEs. They will only accept 
anaphylaxis or encephalopathy as a possible reason for exemption, excluding all kids who have 
been previously injured and have symptoms/illnesses such as seizures, brain damage, paralysis, 
allergies, eczema, nuerological disorders etc. The list of adverse reactions to vaccines is very 
long as can be seen on any vaccine insert, google it. VAERS (Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting 
System) reported over 40,000 severe reactions in 2018. Many people have differing opinions on 
vaccines and that is great, up till recently you have had the right to informed consent and the 
opportunity to trust the wisdom of your doctor to review your own families health history and 
make the best decisions. All that will go away if this bill passes. This is not just a vaccine issue. 
It’s a health and human rights issue. I urge you take action and call your legislators. In HB it’s 
senator John Moorlach who’s office can be reached at 916-651-4037 or State representative 
Cottie Petrie-Norris at 916-319-2074. Let them know you strongly oppose SB276 because it is a 
gross violation of the doctor and patient relationship, will endanger the lives of thousands of 
vulnerable and previously injured children and also goes back on promises made by legislators in 
2015 with the passage of SB 277 when they stated medical exemptions would be safe, they 
would not violate the doctor/patient relationship, and they would take into account family 
history. Senator Pan’s claiming this bill is needed because the medical exemption rate has tripled 
without mentioning the fact it has gone from only .2% to .7% ie. less than 1% of total students. 
Unvaccinated kids are not the cause of recent “outbreaks” either. Google the Los Angeles times 
article on the current pertussis outbreak in LA County. 100% of the 90 infected students are 
completely vaccinated. There are 18 students on the campus’s who have medical exemptions 

https://nextdoor.com/profile/29723033/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/29723033/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/29723033/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/29723033/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/29723033/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/29723033/
https://nextdoor.com/news_feed/?post=107976058
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who did not get the illness. If you have read this post to the end congratulations. Please listen to 
your good judgment and take some action-call your legislators/email them. Stand up for your 
rights and for the vulnerable children in our state and country. This bill is strongly opposed by 
the Association of American Physicians and Surgeons (AAPS) as well as Physicians for 
Informed Consent (PIC). There will be a rally tomorrow Wednesday, April 10 in Long Beach on 
Ocean & Shoreline from 4 to 6 PM If you would like to join us in this fight to protect our rights 
and the doctor and patient relationship which has been sacred for centuries please show up. God 
bless!

9 Apr · 48 neighborhoods in General

 Thank

Reply

Gloria Sonoda
, West Fountain Valley·9 Apr
Please stop spreading wrong and misleading information. People, visit reliable websites such as 
the CDC , or the orange County Health care agency http://www.ochealthinfo.com/phs/about/
family/iz about vaccines. Do not follow non-scientific information. The groups mentioned on this 
post who oppose the bill: The Association of American Physicians and Surgeons (AAPS) is a 
politically conservative non-profit association. And snopes.com says about Tetyana Obukhanych, 
despite not being a physician, she is a “Founding Director” of Physicians for Informed Consent, 
an anti-vaccination group. The few people i heard of who got so called medical exemptions had 
to travel far to find a physician who would write an exemption for "family history" reasons. I just 
want hether one supports the bill or not

 

https://nextdoor.com/general/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/13324036/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/13324036/
http://www.ochealthinfo.com/phs/about/family/iz
http://www.ochealthinfo.com/phs/about/family/iz
http://snopes.com/
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Gloria Sonoda
, West Fountain Valley·9 Apr
I just want people to follow reliable information whether you support the bill or not.

 

Dan Rothman
, FV/HB Border·9 Apr
Um, going from .2% to .7% is in fact over tripling. You undermine your own credibility on 
matters of science by not getting basic arithmetic right.

 

Lane Poppe
, West Fountain Valley·10 Apr
Why is measles spreading? Wasn’t it eradicated? Years ago, the number of confirmed measles 
cases in the United States dropped to a very low point, but the virus was never eliminated. In 
2000, there were no reported cases of the disease in the United States. In 2004, there were 37 
confirmed cases in the country. In 2014, that number jumped to 667, according to the C.D.C. 
Quoted from the New York Times here is a link to the article https://www.nytimes.com/
2019/04/10/nyregion/newyorktoday/nyc-news-measles-outbreak-brooklyn.html You decide, get 
informed.

https://nextdoor.com/profile/13324036/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/13324036/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/4264793/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/4264793/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/17681627/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/17681627/
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/10/nyregion/newyorktoday/nyc-news-measles-outbreak-brooklyn.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/10/nyregion/newyorktoday/nyc-news-measles-outbreak-brooklyn.html
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Marcia in Darwin
, FV/HB Border·10 Apr
If you don't want to vaccinate your kids then home school them -- don't put them in the general 
population where they will infect others. And get informed!

 

Hallie Whelen
, Golden West Estate·10 Apr
I agree with most of the above; don’t put your children in classrooms where they can/will 
contaminate others if you’re against normal health protections!

 

https://nextdoor.com/profile/540233/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/540233/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/19978391/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/19978391/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/29723033/
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Christina Atkinson
, Huntington Crest·10 Apr
Thanks Gloria, Dan, and Lane for engaging in this discussion. Let me clarify, I am not "anti-
vax", I oppose this bill for the reasons I state, being... #1. it violates promises previously made by 
Senator Pan and others to protect the rights to Medical Exemptions for kids who need them, and 
to take into account their family history. view this for his prior statements when promising to 
protect MEs https://youtu.be/CQsUdtv6chI #2. Dan, I can do basic math, thanks, my emphasis 
was that the rate of MEs is less than 1%. That small number of vulnerable children deserve to 
remain protected. #3. Lane, if you're interested in researching measles, here is a link with 
numerous CDC and other medical studies. I prefer to go to the source https://www.nvic.org/
vaccines-and-diseases/measles/measles-history-in-america.aspx My goal here is not to impose 
my beliefs on anyone, merely to spread awareness and FACTS about current legislation that 
people may not be aware about that is currently going on. One such fact is that Senator Pan has 
received $147,268.85 from Pharma. source https://votesmart.org/candidate/campaign-finance/
120159/richard-pan#.XK4i3ZNKjUI #4. VAERS and HHS declare that the actual number of 
adverse reactions is grossly underreported.This means the actual number of potentially vaccine 
injured children is much higher than is reported. There is a dire need to continue to protect 
vulnerable children from further damage. https://vaers.hhs.gov/data/dataguide.html #5. Also, you 
may like to know that the Pharmaceutical companies are never personally liable for damages and 
that it's our tax dollars that must pay out families who have suffered injuries and death from 
vaccination. https://www.nvic.org/NVIC-Vaccine-News/March-2011/No-Pharma-Liability--No-
Vaccine-Mandates-.aspx To this date, nearly $4 BILLION has been paid to families by the 
National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program (VICP). source https://www.nvic.org/
cmstemplates/nvic/pdf/vicp/vicp-monthly-report-01-2019.pdf Thank you for taking the time to 
do your research and make smart decisions that are in the best interest of the health and safety for 
EVERYONE in our communities. God bless.

 

Dan Rothman
, FV/HB Border·Edited 10 Apr
It would probably be hard to find even one pediatrician among one hundred who would support 
the idea of making it easy to get an exemption from vaccinations. That’s not to say that science 
doesn’t evolve. For example, when it comes to obesity, many doctors are still stuck on calories 
and fat whereas I believe they should be focused on the metabolic aspects of carbohydrates. But 

https://nextdoor.com/profile/29723033/
https://youtu.be/CQsUdtv6chI
https://www.nvic.org/vaccines-and-diseases/measles/measles-history-in-america.aspx
https://www.nvic.org/vaccines-and-diseases/measles/measles-history-in-america.aspx
https://votesmart.org/candidate/campaign-finance/120159/richard-pan#.XK4i3ZNKjUI
https://votesmart.org/candidate/campaign-finance/120159/richard-pan#.XK4i3ZNKjUI
https://vaers.hhs.gov/data/dataguide.html
https://www.nvic.org/NVIC-Vaccine-News/March-2011/No-Pharma-Liability--No-Vaccine-Mandates-.aspx
https://www.nvic.org/NVIC-Vaccine-News/March-2011/No-Pharma-Liability--No-Vaccine-Mandates-.aspx
https://www.nvic.org/cmstemplates/nvic/pdf/vicp/vicp-monthly-report-01-2019.pdf
https://www.nvic.org/cmstemplates/nvic/pdf/vicp/vicp-monthly-report-01-2019.pdf
https://nextdoor.com/profile/4264793/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/4264793/
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as Lane mentioned, you need not look any further than Brooklyn to see what actually happens 
when pseudo-science takes root among conspiracy-minded folks. Vaccines have saved millions 
of lives and protected millions of people against suffering and long-term disabilities. (Younger 
folks have probably never seen someone who was struck with polio as a child, but older folks 
remember seeing a withered leg dangling below crutches or the distinctive labored gait of 
someone walking in special shoes and/or a leg brace.) Why anyone would want to go back to a 
world of polio, measles, small pox, whooping cough, influenza pandemics, etc. is baffling and 
disturbing. Should we do away with antibiotics while we are at it? Public health is the reason 
vaccination exemptions should be difficult to get. I would argue that a better way to protect the 
health of children (instead of withholding vaccines, which is more likely to have the opposite 
effect)) is not to feed them soda, juice, and sweetened cereals, make sure they get exercise and 
enough sleep, and let their immune systems be exposed to some germs per the hygiene 
hypothesis.

 

Py Notions
, Hartlund·10 Apr
Home school your child for sure! Just saying a vaccinate child can still carry a virus such as 
measles unharmed. A non-vaccinated in the same classroom is definitely asking for it, arms 
open.

 

Janet Mandli
, Gothard Ellis·10 Apr
If you haven't experienced the devastating impact of vaccine induced injuries it is easy for you to 
be pro vaccines. But you don't hear about these injuries because litigation on these injuries go 
through a special system that sides with the pharmaceutical companies. But many people, if they 
even do any research, only get the the pharmaceutical version of the situation. And that includes 
the cdc. If your child is vaccinated then they shouldn't get the virus. That's why you gave it to 
them. Why are you so threatened by those who choose not to if your child is so called vaccinated 

https://nextdoor.com/profile/34251020/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/34251020/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/34032876/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/34032876/
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against getting it?

 

Dan Rothman
, FV/HB Border·Edited 10 Apr
Janet, the answer to your question is herd immunity. Newborn babies can’t be vaccinated. If 
there is not herd immunity, babies can get infected and be at intolerable risk of injury or death. 
Also some older adults are at substantial risk under such circumstances as well.

 

Pierre Baylee
, Harper Park·10 Apr
And it isn't just babies who can't be vaccinated who are put at serious risk by the anti-vax/
uneducated crowd, it also includes people with some autoimmune diseases, children who are 
undergoing chemotherapy, and others. So many misinformed people thinking "its my child and 
my right" are causing us as a society to lose our herd immunity, and are causing the deaths of 
thousands of innocent people https://www.cnn.com/2019/02/06/opinions/measles-outbreak-
vaccinate-everyone-mcgovern-calvin/index.html

 

https://nextdoor.com/profile/4264793/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/4264793/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/8792088/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/8792088/
https://www.cnn.com/2019/02/06/opinions/measles-outbreak-vaccinate-everyone-mcgovern-calvin/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/02/06/opinions/measles-outbreak-vaccinate-everyone-mcgovern-calvin/index.html
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Janet Mandli
, Gothard Ellis·10 Apr
But babies are vaccinated. As soon as they are born they start pumping that pumping that poison 
into their little bodies. Research how many people who are currently getting these illnesses are 
vaccinated vs non-vaccinated. You may be surprised at the results. An example of how well 
vaccines work is that military ship where everyone is vaccinated to the hilt yet they had to 
quarantine it cause of an outbreak.

 

Dan Rothman
, FV/HB Border·Edited 10 Apr
Janet, infectious diseases kill people, and vaccines generally protect people. Disputing that 
fundamental reality is sophistry on par with disputing the contribution of humans to global 
warming. My own uncle died from flu. Vaccines are not poison. I had a Dtap shot just yesterday 
and I’m still standing. Vaccines are not a government conspiracy. Pharmaceutical companies 
make money on vaccines, but if you have a beef with that, blame the American implementation 
of capitalism, not science. Take a time machine back to the 1800s if you think a world without 
vaccinations is a healthy one in terms of mortality related to infectious diseases.

 

https://nextdoor.com/profile/34032876/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/34032876/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/4264793/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/4264793/
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Janet Mandli
, Gothard Ellis·10 Apr
You have a right to your opinion based off of what you know as do I. In the 1800's a large reason 
for the infectious diseases in cities were due to unclean water and sanitation issues. And look 
more into the types of testing or lack of when it comes to some of these vaccines. Propaganda 
leads the way to most of what we think. Tests have been altered or skewed to give the results 
they want.

 

Marcia in Darwin
, FV/HB Border·10 Apr
Janet, "Tests have been altered or skewed to give the results they want." Including the ones you 
are noting.

 

Julie Isenberger
, Huntington Terrace·Edited 10 Apr
I certainly don't want Sacramento making personal health decisions for myself and family. All of 
the experts cannot make these decisions for us. Thank you Christina for providing the 
information....so sorry that many see vaccine choice information and turn this post into a 

https://nextdoor.com/profile/34032876/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/34032876/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/540233/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/540233/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/27866195/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/27866195/
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discussion of vaccines/anti-vaccines. You are advocating for our personal rights. That's why we 
have a constitution until we let these crazy politicians take it away.

 

Paul Burns
, Pacific Ranch·Edited 10 Apr
I lived & worked in remote areas. Vaccinations are obvious & required or you do not enter the 
area. There are no exemptions because of religious or personal beliefs. Not having your child 
vaccinated puts the population at large at risk. Pretty obvious. It is like not having a gun in a 
crowded stadium or airport or at work. The rights of the general population supersede individual 
liberties.

 

Kandie Van Affelen
, Golden West Estate·10 Apr
Big brother!

 

Kandie Van Affelen
, Golden West Estate·10 Apr
Dr Ben Carson stated that he agrees that there are too many vaccines and that some are not 
necessary. My generation sure did not have anywhere the number of doses that they give now.

 

Kandie Van Affelen

https://nextdoor.com/profile/11723239/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/11723239/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/12675853/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/12675853/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/12675853/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/12675853/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/12675853/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/12675853/
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, Golden West Estate·10 Apr
If your kids are vaccinated then you should have nothing to worry about.

 

Paul Burns
, Pacific Ranch·10 Apr
Looks like Ben Carson supports immunization ! "Although I strongly believe in individual rights 
and the rights of parents to raise their children as they see fit, I also recognize that public health 
and public safety are extremely important in our society… Certain communicable diseases have 
been largely eradicated by immunization policies in this country and we should not allow those 
diseases to return by foregoing safe immunization programs, for philosophical, religious or other 
reasons when we have the means to eradicate them." Feb. 2, 2015 - Ben Carson, Sr., MD

 

Shereen Sabet
, Pier Pointe·10 Apr
just for the record, there is only one disease that has been eradicated from the face of the earth 
THROUGH VACCINATION, and that is smallpox (it was declared eradicated in 1981 by the 
WHO). the next disease on the brink of eradication THROUGH VACCINATION is polio, but 
there are still pockets in africa and india, so, not quite there yet. while some societies have 
controlled for other communicable diseases, they are never really gone because of human travel. 
therefore, immunizations for those diseases are still a necessity.

 

https://nextdoor.com/profile/11723239/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/11723239/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/3160978/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/3160978/
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Summer Hall
, Old Town·10 Apr
Keep calling the 1st number. The 2nd number mailbox is full. FYI.

 

Dan Rothman
, FV/HB Border·10 Apr
Kandie, so people should care only about their own kids and not about other people such as 
newborn babies, people with compromised immune systems, the elderly, etc.? What you are 
suggesting, namely that herd immunity is irrelevant, puts all those people at proven high risk. I 
think it’s important to give some respect and credence to the myriad scientists and medical 
doctors around the world who have studied diseases, developed vaccines, conducted clinical 
trials, and otherwise worked tirelessly to help protect mankind from the scourge of infectious 
diseases. These people and their associates (statisticians, computer scientists, etc.) were among 
the smartest ones in school., and they have put their brains to good use. They deserve better than 
for their amazing work to fall victim to crackpot internet misinformation. Women, and their 
loved ones, should be grateful for the HPV vaccine and the protection it provides against cervical 
cancer. Vaccines save lives.

 

https://nextdoor.com/profile/3676479/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/3676479/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/4264793/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/4264793/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/12675853/
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Kandie Van Affelen
, Golden West Estate·10 Apr
Ben Carson said too many doses and some are unnecessary. This was at the debate at the Reagan 
library. There are children that have serious reactions to certain vaccines. I believe this post is 
about the medical exemption. I have met people with children that have been permanently 
injured. I am sure if your child was in that situation you would feel different.

 

Tanya Brannon
, Gothard Ellis·10 Apr
It certainly is a slippery slope to allow politicians to make medical decisions that should be 
reserved between a physician and their patient.

 

Pierre Baylee
, Harper Park·10 Apr
Only if you also think that it is a slippery slope for "politicians" (the people we elect) to tell us 
that we can't drive if we are drunk. This is not an individual decision, these are behaviors that put 
the lives of others at risk. One job of OUR government (who are us, and elected by us) is to 
protect us from those who would selfishly and unnecessarily put our lives at serious risk.

 

https://nextdoor.com/profile/12675853/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/24948758/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/24948758/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/8792088/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/8792088/
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Tanya Brannon
, Gothard Ellis·10 Apr
Hmmm, so a political knows more then a physician about their patients health?

 

Dan Rothman
, FV/HB Border·10 Apr
People shop for fringe anti-vaccine physicians just like people shop for fringe opiate-prescribing 
physicians. In both cases, the physicians are causing harm and it's appropriate for elected 
authorities to implement measures to help protect people against such behavior. The vast 
majority of pediatricians and other physicians are in favor of vaccinations because they are 
educated in medical science.

 

Arnie Rosner

https://nextdoor.com/profile/24948758/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/24948758/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/4264793/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/4264793/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/35899329/
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, West Fountain Valley·11 Apr
Are all healthcare services complicit? – MICROSOFT https://scannedretina.com/2019/04/08/are-
all-healthcare-services-complicit-microsoft/

Nick Jesson
, West Fountain Valley·11 Apr
I would not trust ANYTHING the government does!!! Did you ever think about how the 
government knows which flu is coming before it is even here!!! Has anyone ever tested what's in 
these FREE shots they give out? When I was a child I had all of the child diseases and I am as 
healthy as anyone else. All eight of my brothers and sisters had the same diseases as I did and all 
of them are still very healthy.

 

Arnie Rosner
, West Fountain Valley·11 Apr
Dear David ---- Thank you for expressing your view. However, this is a matter of the violation of 
an individual's privacy. If you believe your health history is your private matter then the use of 
the Microsoft Vault, by medical practices and services may be a criminal matter....not one of 
politics. Of course it is your choice as to how you wish deal with such matters. Most cordially - 
arnie

https://scannedretina.com/2019/04/08/are-all-healthcare-services-complicit-microsoft/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/04/08/are-all-healthcare-services-complicit-microsoft/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/38117084/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/38117084/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/35899329/
https://nextdoor.com/profile/35899329/
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Dan Rothman
, FV/HB Border·11 Apr
Nick, vaccines are generally produced by pharmaceutical companies, not by the government. 
The government helps determine likely upcoming strains by doing things like collecting 
information from farms in Southern China where the co-raising of ducks and pigs is a breeding 
ground for viruses. The CDC and NIH do amazing public health work. People should learn more 
about such things so they appreciate them more.

 

Christina Atkinson
, Huntington Crest·11 Apr
I want to sincerely thank everyone for engaging in this discussion. Clearly it is one that affects 
and concerns all of us and I believe we do all have one common interest at heart, the best interest 
for the health and well being of our kids and families. For the sake of the original intention of my 
post I would like to bring the discussion specifically back to SB276 and ask you all 2 questions. 
#1. Before this post, how many of you knew about SB276? #2. If your child or grandchild had an 
adverse reaction to a vaccine such as any of the following, would you be ok with continuing to 
vaccinate them exactly as the CDC schedule requires? Encephalitis Guillain-Barré syndrome 
Seizures Brachial neuritis Fever over 105 degrees Stevens-Johnson syndrome Stroke Hypotonic, 
unresponsive episodes Severe nerve dysfunction Vasculitis (blood vessel inflammation) Spinal 
cord paralysis Coma Pulmonary Embolism Systemic Lupus Erythematosus Severe nerve 
paralysis Moderate to severe allergic reactions Angioneurotic edema Limb paralysis Apnea 
Cyanosis Swollen lymph nodes Cellulitis Hypotonia Spinal cord inflammation Pneumonia 
Thrombocytopenia purpura Worsening of multiple sclerosis symptoms Rapid heart rate or 
palpitations Wheezing or asthma attacks Eczema Hair loss Vasovagal syncopy Vertigo Chronic 
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tinnitus Facial nerve paralysis Inflammatory bowel disease Inflammation of the pancreas 
Permanent arthritis Acute disseminated encephalomyelitis (brain and spinal cord inflammation) 
Optic nerve inflammation Kawasaki disease Multiple nerve inflammation and dysfunction Onset 
of multiple sclerosis Henoch-Schönlein purpura (a very severe immune reaction that involves the 
skin and kidneys) Bloody stools Panniculitis Nerve deafness in the ear Severe eye inflammation 
that can permanently affect vision Abscess at the injection site Testicular pain and swelling 
Subacute sclerosing panencephalitis Ataxia (balance problems with difficulty walking) 
Pneumonitis (a severe inflammatory reaction in the lungs) Extensive swelling of the injected 
limb and nearby joints Bacterial skin and tissue infections Difficulty swallowing Tremors 
Autoimmune arthritis Thyroiditis Blood clots in the limbs Here is link to the CDC page that talks 
about adverse reactions and states "Parents, guardians, legal representatives, and adolescent and 
adult patients should be informed about the benefits of and risks from vaccines in language that 
is culturally sensitive and at an appropriate educational level. Opportunity for questions should 
be provided before each vaccination. Discussion of the benefits of and risks from vaccination is 
sound medical practice and is required by law." https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/hcp/acip-recs/
general-recs/adverse-reactions.html This bill seems to actually contradict the guidelines as put 
forth by the CDC. If SB276 were to pass exactly as it's written now, your child would be 
required to continue with all shots exactly as the schedule requires. Your Dr. would not be 
allowed to apply their own judgement and to write them a Medical Exemption if they were 
considered at risk of further harm. If you have been choosing to vaccinate your children even on 
a slightly delayed schedule, or have chosen to opt out of even 1 vaccine, you will no longer be 
allowed to do so. I do not see how such a blanket law can be good for the health of every child. 
Every one is different and has certain predispositions and risks. Your Dr. who knows you and 
your child should be able to employ his wisdom and years of schooling to assist you in making 
the best decisions for your family. 100% vaccination rates will not completely eradicate any 
disease. See the vaccine inserts, the actual diseases that are being vaccinated against are listed as 
a side effect. Scroll to page 7. https://www.merck.com/product/usa/pi_circulars/m/mmr_ii/
mmr_ii_pi.pdf As the required amounts of shots have continued to rise, they have doubled since 
2000, so have the incidents of adverse reactions been reported to VAERS (Vaccine Adverse 
Events Reporting System) with 41,241 adverse events reported in 2018 alone. I would also like 
to ask anyone in the medical field what they think of this bill? Do you like the idea of the 
government overriding your best judgement when it comes to the safety of your patients? Thanks 
again everyone for your contributions to this incredibly important topic. I would also like to 
respectfully ask that we keep this civil and polite. We all have the same goal, HEALTH AND 
SAFETY. My only intention in starting this post is to spread awareness about the things that are 
currently going on in our government that you may not have been aware of. I encourage all of 
you to continue to research on your own. I invite anyone to privately message me too if there is a 
specific issue you would like to discuss. I research this extensively and have large bodies of 
scientific, medical, researched studies done by the CDC and other credible organizations (read 
NOT MISINFORMATION) that I would be more than happy to share. Thanks and God Bless.
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Dan Rothman
, FV/HB Border·11 Apr
Christina, this situation was entirely brought on by the extremism of anti-vaxxers (I'm not 
referring to you personally). They relentlessly propagated junk science and conspiracy theories 
that go against the informed judgment of 99.9% of medical professionals, and they took it to the 
point where outbreaks of previously suppressed diseases such as measles starting re-appearing. 
Was that a wise and well-informed approach? Yes, it would be nice if doctors could spread out 
the vaccination schedule if parents are concerned about too many shots at one time. I imagine 
some doctors will still accommodate such requests as long as kids are getting their shots in a 
reasonably timely manner. A lesson learned here should be that if people want to spread wacky 
ideas that actually endanger lives, there may be consequences that they don't like.

 

Jean Rowley
, Huntington Crest·11 Apr
I teach higher ed Statistics and use the anti-vaccine issue in my classes to show how one should 
always check the source for any claim. Here's one article that may be of interest: https://
www.upworthy.com/20-years-ago-a-doctor-published-a-study-it-was-completely-made-up-and-
it-made-us-all-sicker?
c=ufb10&fbclid=IwAR2Nl1ZNhg17ngbtLjLepM_4eNwJTNnzPDm6vRdd1Y3YlYJZ4Z06d7T
W5DU&g=4

 

Lane Poppe
, West Fountain Valley·11 Apr
I read the above quoted article provided by Jean Rowley,,, I recommend it. It is a clear good 
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read. I also spent some time checking the references.

 

Patrick Hanifin
, Seabridge·11 Apr
Most doctors are drug pushers who haven't even had more than 2 hours worth of total study in 
nutrition. Don't put your life in their hands unless it's an emergency and also don't try to live on 
all the horrible processed packaged food in the market, either. You won't live as long and your 
quality of life won't be pleasant. Life expectancy is now decreasing in the United States. Don't be 
ignorant and do some of your own research. Having our government, who is bought off by 
special interest groups, force us to inject horrible crap into our bodies is a mistake and about on 
the same lines as having a medical operation at the DMV.

 

Stacey Romney
, Seabridge·11 Apr
Vaccinate you children or home school them and don’t ever take than to public places like 
Disneyland!!! Jesus people we are not a 3rd world country (yet). There is a reason these diseases 
have been irradiated. It’s call heard immunity!

 

Arnie Rosner
, West Fountain Valley·11 Apr
There are strong points made by many factions on this type of issue. But isn't the real point by 
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whom should such decisions be made? Who has the ultimate responsibility for the health and 
welfare of their own children? And ultimately who should know best? A loving protective 
parent(s) or impostors, posing as representatives of the people --- but who are acting and 
speaking for the people but with no delegated authority lawfully required to be legitimate 
members of the lawful state, California? Confused? Perhaps this will offer some clarity... https://
www.newcaliforniaoc.org/single-post/2019/04/10/Grievance-63?utm_campaign=3c4348f3-
e620-4da5-a41d-426f9d9c49ea&utm_source=so arnie arnie@arnierosner.com 714-964-4056

Patrick Hanifin
, Seabridge·11 Apr
It's very important to read the ingredient list of the vaccines you're giving your children and not 
just the pharmaceutical literature. With all the aluminum you're sending to their brain it's scary 
how much damage you might be unwittingly doing to a child or yourself.

 

Nick Jesson
, West Fountain Valley·12 Apr
Thank you for the information. However, to many of my friends and family have been hurt by 
these shots. The government has control over everything. So if you believe that the pharmacist 
are not control by the government, then do a little more research.
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Arnie Rosner
, West Fountain Valley·12 Apr
Have to agree with Nick. Of course it is your right to believe as you chose. But for my 2 cents, I 
have begun to look deeper at the claims of individuals who assert their expertise to act and speak 
for the people. Generally they talk a good game but lack serious credibility. arnie 
arnie@arnierosner.com 714-964-4056

Marcia in Darwin
, FV/HB Border·12 Apr
Arnie, you're referencing a whack job web site that promotes California seceding from the rest of 
the country? And this is clarity? And how in the world does this have anything to do with public 
health? Good grief!! Hold on while I get my tinfoil hat...

 

Dan Rothman
, FV/HB Border·12 Apr
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Wow, it's really amazing how many crazy ideas being expressed here, and frankly it's really 
alarming and disappointing that so many people in a community that one would think is 
relatively well-educated subscribe to all that bunkum. Calling vaccines poison and junk is really 
mind-boggling when you consider the fact that people in the poorest corners of the world can 
only dream of having such preventive medical care available. Asserting that aluminum, which is 
in many foods and in many things in our natural environment, is necessarily harmful is not an 
informed view. My only hope for the sanity of society is that there is a silent majority out there 
who don't subscribe to nonsense, and that people who loudly trumpet dangerous propaganda are 
loud but not multitudinous. People seriously need to educate themselves better.

 

Myra Sonnenberg
, Lochlea Ln·12 Apr
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/news/nyc-mandatory-measles-vaccination-violates-ny-state-
law-chd-challenges-legality/ “The MMR II product insert acknowledges that death is a potential 
side effect from the vaccine, along with a long raft of other potential permanent injuries. A 
review of claims submitted to the National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program of identified 
48 cases of encephalopathy following MMR vaccine. Of those, eight children died, and the 
remainder had mental regression and retardation, chronic seizures, motor and sensory deficits, 
and movement disorders. The authors, all associated with the Vaccine Injury Compensation 
Program concluded that a causal relationship between measles vaccine and encephalopathy may 
exist as a rare complication of measles immunization.” Here is the MMR II package insert you 
can read for yourself. https://www.fda.gov/downloads/BiologicsBloodVaccines/UCM123789.pdf

 

Patrick Hanifin
, Seabridge·12 Apr
Right next door to the Seabridge community I've discovered a wonderful Scottish restaurant. 
Perhaps you've heard of it, it's called McDonald's. They have a huge American flag flying out 
front so you know they must really care about nutrition and the food they're serving our country 
just like the pharmaceutical industry cares about us, too.
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Shereen Sabet
, Pier Pointe·12 Apr
if people don't want to take vaccines or immunize their children, that may be their right; 
however, the alternative to immunizations are quarantines. that's what was practiced in the past 
before vaccination--people were quarantined, sometimes by being locked in their home (eg, 
bubonic plague), to prevent further spread of a disease. so, for those who are anti-vaccines, just 
know that the rest of society will protect itself by quarantining those individuals or even 
communities in order to save the rest of the population, b/c quarantine is the right of the rest of 
society.

 

Marcia in Darwin
, FV/HB Border·12 Apr
Side effects of apirin: Feel Like Throwing Up Heartburn Irritation Of The Stomach Or Intestines 
Stomach Cramps Throwing Up A Rupture In The Wall Of The Stomach Or Intestine Anemia 
Bleeding Bleeding Of The Stomach Or Intestines Blood Coming From Anus Bronchospasm 
Decrease In The Ability Of Platelet Cells To Clot Decreased Blood Platelets Decreased White 
Blood Cells Drowsiness Giant Hives Hemolytic Anemia Hemorrhage Within The Skull Hepatitis 
Caused By Drugs Hives Inflammation Of Skin Caused By An Allergy Interstitial Nephritis 
Itching Large Purple Or Brown Skin Blotches Life Threatening Allergic Reaction Ringing In 
The Ears Seizures Small Skin Blister Stomach Or Intestinal Ulcer Trouble Breathing Wheezing 
Abnormal Liver Function Tests Black Tarry Stools Burning Stomach Collection Of Clotted 
Blood In An Organ, Space Or Tissue Hemorrhage From The Gums Indigestion Loss Of Appetite 
Nosebleed Rash Redness Of Skin
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Shereen Sabet
, Pier Pointe·12 Apr
marcia, that is incredible: i LITERALLY just now was thinking about using aspirin as an 
example. it can kill children--and has. there is no such thing as a perfect vaccine, a perfect 
treatment, or a perfect medication b/c there is ALWAYS a small percentage of people who are 
either unaffected by the medicine/treatment or have a negative/adverse reaction to it. the trick is 
to find a treatment/medication/vaccine that can be administered to the vast MAJORITY of 
people. that being said, as a trained immunologist myself, i am always for ensuring that harm is 
minimized as much as possible through better science.

 

Myra Sonnenberg
, Lochlea Ln·12 Apr
Shereen, 10 years ago when my boys were 3 they caught the chicken pox from preschool 
although they were vaccinated. We were quarantined 7 days - the whole family - not a big deal.
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Dan Rothman
, FV/HB Border·12 Apr
Patrick, the pharmaceutical industry operates under the umbrella of US capitalism. I’m sure we 
all have gripes with capitalism, but that doesn’t mean all those companies’ products are useless 
or harmful. Many drugs save people’s lives in acute situations, others lengthen lives of people 
with chronic diseases, and others prevent diseases from infecting people. Why treat all their 
products with one broad stroke of negativity? What kind of good outcome does such thinking 
help achieve?

 

Therese Reese
, Pacific Ranch·12 Apr
Just because one doesnt agree with you does not make them crazy.

 

Therese Reese
, Pacific Ranch·12 Apr
I have an adverse reaction to every pharma taken. Ive gone thru 5 blood transfusions in a 3 
month period. Dont force anything onto any person that has an adverse reaction to medications. 
While the majority of the population can tolerate I know that I cannot and my siblings cannot.

 

Dan Rothman
, FV/HB Border·12 Apr
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That sounds like a legitimate exemption. Plus you don’t sound like someone who thinks the 
government is trying to poison you. Subscribing to wacky theories on the other hand is not a 
legitimate reason for an exemption. People who disseminate fringe medical information should 
keep in mind that when you’re going against what 99.9% of medical professionals believe to be 
true, you’d better have some darn good facts on your side if you want to have any credibility at 
all. The reality is there’s an incredible amount of ignorance about how vaccines even work. I 
remember someone telling me she didn’t get her kids a flu shot because the previous year they 
got the flu when they had shots. That shows a fundamental lack of understanding of the influenza 
vaccine.

 

Therese Reese
, Pacific Ranch·12 Apr
Yes there are whack theories and then there are reasons to question government. You find out 
years later that your aunt that went to the hospital with an apendicitis attack ..never came home 
from hospital but is put into a mental institution....and then you find out about Mkultra ....she was 
sane when she went in ...successful business woman...and then bat shit crazy after government 
administered LSD. Spent the rest of her life in asylum. Project MKUltra, also called the CIA 
mind control program, is the code name given to a program of experiments on human subjects 
that were designed and undertaken by the United States Central Intelligence Agency—and which 
were, at times, illegal.

 

Ernie Davis
, Seabridge·12 Apr
SB 276 takes away ALL exemptions. The doctors of the .07% will no longer be able to keep 
their patients medically safe from what the government deems ok.
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Dan Rothman
, FV/HB Border·Edited 12 Apr
Ernie, it's definitely not true that it takes away all exemptions. Please don't spread false 
information. Please read the bill if you want to say what's in it. It standardizes the form that can 
be used for exemption requests, and the exemption requests apparently need to be cleared by a 
designated state medical officer. I can understand why some people would be concerned about 
that latter aspect, since it might put too much power in the hands of one individual who could 
potentially be overly strict or overly lenient. I think the intention of the bill is good since it 
addresses the problem of doctor shopping, and especially fringe doctor shopping, that is leading 
to decreasing rates of immunization, which in turn is leading to disease outbreaks like occurred 
at Disneyland.

 

Shereen Sabet
, Pier Pointe·12 Apr
one thing i learned via my experience participating on nextdoor.com is that folks will spread 
information about a state bill or city ordinance without ever having read said bill or ordinance. 
the best thing to do in order to make an informed decision is to actually READ the bill/
regulation/law in question for oneself. one example that comes to mind is the vast 
misinformation spread about the so-called sanctuary state. i read the actual bill and nowhere did 
it state that the federal government could not enforce federal immigration laws, but many people 
spread that lie in a sensational manner. for those who actually care about the immunization issue, 
here is the text of the legislative counsel's digest, and, as you can see, medical exemptions will 
still continue, but in a more standardized form and BASED ON THE GUIDELINES OF THE 
CDC. if your child has a legitimate medical reason for not being able to take a vaccine and you 
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can back up your claim using CDC guidelines, then you have nothing to worry about; this bill 
addresses those parents/guardians who deliberately intend to commit fraud, meaning that their 
child's medical history is NOT contraindicative for a particular vaccine and there is no good 
reason to exempt that child in the first place, but the parent/guardian is being deceptive about it--
that's what this bill is really about: http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?
bill_id=201920200SB276 "SB 276, as amended, Pan. Immunizations: medical exemptions. 
Existing law prohibits the governing authority of a school or other institution from admitting for 
attendance any pupil who fails to obtain required immunizations within the time limits 
prescribed by the State Department of Public Health. Existing law exempts from those 
requirements a pupil whose parents have filed with the governing authority a written statement 
by a licensed physician to the effect that immunization is not considered safe for that child, 
indicating the specific nature and probable duration of their medical condition or circumstances, 
including, but not limited to, family medical history. This bill would instead require the State 
Department of Public Health to develop and make available for use by licensed physicians and 
surgeons a statewide standardized medical exemption request form, which would be the only 
medical exemption documentation that a governing authority may accept. The bill would require 
the State Public Health Officer or the public health officer’s designee to approve or deny a 
medical exemption request, upon determining that the request provides sufficient medical 
evidence that the immunization is contraindicated by guidelines of the federal Centers of Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC). The bill would specify the information to be included in the 
medical exemption form. The bill would require a physician and surgeon to inform a parent or 
guardian of the bill’s requirements and to examine the child and submit a completed medical 
exemption request form to the department, as specified. The bill would require the State Public 
Health Officer or designee to review the completed exemption request form and notify the 
physician and surgeon of the approval or denial of the request. The bill would require the reason 
for denial of a request to be included in the notification, and would authorize the physician and 
surgeon to submit additional information to the department for further review, as specified. This 
bill would require the department to create and maintain a database of approved medical 
exemption requests, and to make the database accessible to local health officers. The bill would 
require a copy of a medical exemption granted prior to the availability of the standardized form 
to be submitted to the department for inclusion in the database by July 1, 2020, in order for the 
medical exemption to remain valid after the statewide standardized form has been adopted. The 
bill would authorize the State Public Health Officer or a local public health officer to revoke a 
medical exemption if the State Public Health Officer or local public health officer determines that 
the medical exemption is fraudulent or inconsistent with applicable CDC guidelines. The bill 
would also make conforming changes to existing law. Vote: MAJORITY Appropriation: NO 
Fiscal Committee: YES Local Program: NO"
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Shereen Sabet
, Pier Pointe·12 Apr
some quarantines are WAY MORE than just 7 days and can be more than just annoying or an 
inconvenience, especially if the quarantined person is the breadwinner in the family. this guy was 
quarantined for 21 days and only due to potential exposure (not b/c he actually had the measles): 
https://vancouverisland.ctvnews.ca/i-envy-people-who-can-get-vaccinated-man-quarantined-
after-measles-exposure-1.4376475

 

Ernie Davis
, Seabridge·12 Apr
Dan- SB 277 already took away PBE. FWIW, I am PRO vaccine. I am also PRO patient/MD 
relationship vs just some person sitting in a cubicle with a Inked VOID stamp.
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Dan Rothman
, FV/HB Border·Edited 13 Apr
Yes, but the bill doesn't take away legitimate medical exemptions. Having a PBE exemption is 
equivalent to having no mandatory vaccinations, which means no herd immunity, which means 
injury and death for a lot more people than the tiny percentage of people who will be harmed by 
vaccinations. People who want to forego vaccinations always have the option of living off the 
grid, apart from society, where their decisions are less likely to harm other people. Patient/MD 
relationships are great, but remember that's not what we are talking about here. We are talking 
about shopping for fringe doctors. We don't have PBEs for driver's licenses, gun licenses, 
drinking age, kids getting an education, selling opiates, smuggling endangered species, raising a 
lion in the back yard, building WMDs in the garage, etc. We don't have them because having 
them would put the general public at intolerable risk. The same goes for vaccinations.

 

Shereen Sabet
, Pier Pointe·14 Apr
this is about majority rule-minority rights. i do NOT intend to come across as flippant, i only 
mean to point out that which may not be as obvious (but which other folks here have already 
stated). these laws have to do with school-age kids entering the public or private school system. 
if a parent/guardian does not wish for his/her child to get vaccinated, then they have the choice of 
home-schooling but they can't enter their child into the general school population. it's one or the 
other but not both: either get your child vaccinated for entry into the general school population -
OR- home-school your child and avoid vaccination. it really is as simple a choice as that. [[fyi, 
here is a press release from JAMA (the very well-respected Journal of the American Medical 
Association) regarding the effect of SB277; summary: post-SB277, PBEs decreased but at the 
same time, the number of medical exemptions (MEs) increased indicating that parents/guardians 
who lost PBE sought MEs instead to disqualify their child: https://media.jamanetwork.com/
news-item/change-medical-exemptions-immunization-elimination-personal-belief-exemptions-
california/ it seems to me that SB276 is trying to close a loophole. if there is a bona fide medical 
reason why a child cannot be administered a vaccine, then SB276 will continue to honor that 
VALID request, but will sift out the invalid requests.]]
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Jennifer Backer
, Whalers Cove·15 Apr
I am a Nurse Practitioner for a public health department and I can say in the 20 years I have 
worked there and many years a supervisor of the Immunization Clinic I have had to submit ONE 
VAERS report and it was for something minor . It is a sad and scary time when public health is 
jeopardized. Unraveling all that has been established: herd immunity.

 

Paul Burns
, Pacific Ranch·Edited 16 Apr
A century of vaccination laws has shown that states with the strictest laws have lower burdens of 
vaccine-preventable disease. You Scourges including smallpox, polio and diphtheria have been 
eliminated. Almost all the Republican Doctors in Congress support vaccination. The problem is 
the Bible thumpers with no medical background are against vaccinations.

 

Greg Brewsaugh
, Pacific Sands·17 Apr
Paul, I'd also like to add that there's an incredible amount of selfishness at play as well. As in 
"You can get YOUR child immunized, but I'm not going to, because my (completely healthy) 
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child will thus take advantage of your child's immunity. Therefore, I'm going to Doctor-shop in 
order to get a (bogus) exemption." In addition to the PBE loophole being closed, this legislation 
will also eliminate the bogus health exemptions received from a small, but vocal minority of 
unscrupulous and misguided doctors.

 

Myra Sonnenberg
, Lochlea Ln·17 Apr
Here is the lawsuit filed against NY over the mandated MMR - read closely why NY will be 
unable to uphold this forced vaccination mandate : https://childrenshealthdefense.org/wp-
content/uploads/04-15-19-CF-et-al-v-CF-et-al-PETITION_1.pdf

 

Christina Atkinson
, Huntington Crest·Edited 17 Apr
Thanks everyone for continuing to engage. I encourage those of you who are in opposition to 
SB276 to continue to call your legislators and let them know to oppose it! Indeed there is so 
much misinformation out there, but here are some very interesting facts for those of you who 
would care to research this further. In respect to the "outbreaks" of measles, The American 
Society of Microbiology released a report in the Journal of Clinical Microbiology that addresses 
the need to quickly identify during an outbreak the difference between a wild virus and vaccine 
reactions causing measles symptoms. The results from the CA measles outbreak of 2015 were 
very interesting. 37% of the cases were in recently vaccinated individuals. See the photo. And 
read the report here. https://jcm.asm.org/content/jcm/55/3/735.full.pdf The last person who died 
in the US from measles was in 2015, according to the CDC. https://www.cdc.gov/measles/
downloads/measlesdataandstatsslideset.pdf Contrast that with the fact that as of November 30, 
2018, there have been more than 93,179 reports of measles vaccine reactions, hospitalizations, 
injuries and deaths following measles vaccinations made to the federal Vaccine Adverse Events 
Reporting System (VAERS), including 459 RELATED DEATHS, 6,936 hospitalizations, and 
1,748 related disabilities. Over 50% of those adverse events occurred in children three years old 
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and under. However, the numbers of vaccine-related injuries and deaths reported to VAERS may 
not reflect the true number of serious health problems that occur develop after MMR vaccination. 
The Health and Human Service Agency (HHS) admitted that VAERS data reflects only about 
1% of vaccine adverse reaction cases! https://healthit.ahrq.gov/ahrq-funded-projects/electronic-
support-public-health-vaccine-adverse-event-reporting-system As far as "herd immunity", 
California is already above the rate of 95% vaccination for all ten diseases as follows. According 
to the CDPH, vaccination rates are 95.1% for Kindergarten entry in California, including 
96.4%for DTaP, 96.8% for polio, 96.9% for MMR, 97.6% for Hep B, 98.2% for varicella. This 
is well above the 95% rates the state has declared it needed for “vaccine-induced herd immunity” 
I share all this not to deny the need for vaccination, rather to reconfirm the need to protect 
vulnerable children from further damage from vaccines. The rate of children with Medical 
Exemptions is less than 1% at .7% in all of CA. The change in medical exemption rates are to be 
expected, once PBEs were removed by law. Many vaccine-compromised children and their at-
risk siblings utilized a PBE prior to 277. PBEs included 2.5% of children prior to 277, and now 
the only remaining exemption encompasses just 0.7% of the entire state. There is NO statistical 
way that could affect “herd immunity”. Thanks to everyone for being critical thinkers. God bless.

 

Shereen Sabet
, Pier Pointe·21 Apr
paul burns, you mentioned that the "problem" is the so-called bible thumpers; however, the CDC 
did a survey to understand why people don't get vaccinated. unfortunately, i can't relocate that 
article (i will post the link if i find it again), but they concluded that there were three reasons 
given by survey respondents: 1. don't believe they need it 2. don't trust vaccines (ie, the anti-
vaccers) 3. lack of access (due to geography or cost) so, if one lives in a rural area and doesn't 
readily have access to health care, or if someone does not have health insurance and can't afford 
it, then they don't get vaccines due to this lack of access. so, it's not all about so-called bible 
thumpers, and i don't think the majority of modern-day anti-vaccers are against it for religious 
reasons--they are against it b/c of the misinformation from the fraudulent scientific research 
report in the Lancet. <:-( <:-\
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Mamere Koffee
, Sherwood·Edited 21 Apr
Measles were in the past and done, but now, because some aren’t getting vaccines, measles, 
whooping cough, etc. are coming back. Please vaccinate! I am grateful for vaccines that keep 
people from getting illnesses. OMG! You & Your unvaccinated child can spread an illness to 
many, many people. Please be responsible.

 

Molly Mac
, West Fountain Valley·6d ago
Perhaps these diseases are also coming back carried by people coming into this country who 
aren't being checked for anything, let alone what diseases they're carrying! And I'm pretty sure 
they're not being vaccinated, there nor here...IMHO....

 

Shelley Liberto
, Glen Mar West·6d ago
Hmmmmm. I wonder who would benefit from a massive outbreak of child diseases in the US. 
Aren't the promoters of this thread suggesting we move backwards and abandon all medical 
advancement in this area? Put another way, I wonder how many children, statistically speaking, 
would have dies from measles if the vaccine had never been developed.
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Shereen Sabet
, Pier Pointe·6d ago
u.s. citizens and residents often bring communicable diseases back into this country after they 
have traveled outside the usa for vacation or work. that's why people end up being sick from 
traveling on planes.

 

Shelley Liberto
, Glen Mar West·6d ago
During the pre-immunization times in the 50s, no one was blaming immigrants. It’s a a disease. 
It doesn’t discriminate. It affects everyone no matter who they are or where they are or where 
they come from. Unless you are promoting quarantine, it doesn’t matter where it came from. It 
must be faced and defeated. Shelley M. Liberto, Esq. Tel. USA: +1-714-733-7270 Email: 
sliberto@libertolaw.com<mailto:sliberto@libertolaw.com> Skype: shelley_liberto 
www.libertolaw.com<http://www.libertolaw.com>

 

Shereen Sabet
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, Pier Pointe·6d ago
for those who are interested in learning about immunization programs taking place outside the 
usa, you can enlighten yourself at the CDC (https://www.cdc.gov/globalhealth/immunization/
default.htm) and WHO sites (https://www.who.int/immunization/global_vaccine_action_plan/
GVAP_doc_2011_2020/en/). there is great effort underway to ensure that even those living in 
developing/3rd world nations get the same immunizations as those in developed/1st world 
nations.

 

Mamere Koffee
, Sherwood·Edited 2d ago
Just reported this morning that measles is even more on the rise. All because of kids not being 
vaccinated. This is now out of control. You must get vaccinated! 19 years ago measles was 
wiped out. I’m sorry but seeing measles on a baby’s face who is crying is not okay. Sure don’t 
want to go back to all these illnesses that happened before vaccines were invented. Whooping 
cough is in Orange County now. Its a shame when it can all be prevented. Learn from reliable 
information sources, not fake news.

 

Lilli Babcock
, Sea Haven·2d ago
Please, for the love of God, vaccinate your children! My Dad and Aunt contracted polio at the 
county fair in 1953. The ramifications were devastating! Both were in iron lungs and my father 
had to learn to walk and eat again with damaged muscles at the age of 13. He literally choked on 
his food with every meal til he passed away a few years ago! We would all cringe until he was 
able to clear his airway EVERY night at dinner. My aunt is bedridden and her husband feeds her 
to this day! They were lucky to survive but their lives were irrevocably altered due to polio! Do 
not take these diseases lightly!
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Jana Ransom
, Moffett Summerfield·2d ago
Lilli, I’m sorry to hear about your family members who were severely affected by polio. This 
post is not about convincing those who don’t vaccinate to start doing so or vice versa. This bill is 
putting medical decisions into the wrong hands and taking away the doctor - patient 
confidentiality & relationship. Furthermore, there are 1,000’s of people who have been severely 
affected by adverse reactions due to vaccines. I do not need to spend time convincing anyone of 
this as there are 1,000’s of reported cases and vaccine injury compensations. We are all decided 
mostly based on personal experience however for some reason it seems that only those who have 
contracted these illnesses are the ones that are being recognized. People’s lives, parents & 
children, have been changed forever due to some vaccines. It’s unfortunate either way you look 
at it. I just wish we could develop “safer” vaccines. Take a look at one insert from one vaccine 
and tell me it’s worth it to inject all of those toxins into a small baby or child.

 

Jana Ransom
, Moffett Summerfield·2d ago
1983 vs. 2017
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Ernie Davis
, Seabridge·2d ago
This bill can potentially cost the taxpayers millions. Vaccine distribution will now be in the 
hands of a designated “health official” in Sacramento. He/she will determine if your child 
qualifies for a safe vaccine program or not. Your family’s Private healthcare provider can give 
his/her opinion but the florist turned politician will have the final say. So get out your 
checkbooks California taxpayers, Sacramento wants more of your money 

!

 

Steph Munakata
, Yorktown·Edited 2d ago
http://chng.it/df2ySTyJRX Check out this petition to have Richard Pan, the mastermind behind 
this bill, removed from a Chair Committee position dealing with special needs children.

 

Pierre Baylee
, Harper Park·1d ago
Senator Richard Pan is a Pediatrician, and he submitted SB 276 to put an end to FAKE medical 
exemptions, stopping the unethical doctors who sell them. And there is good news! On 
Wednesday SB 276 passed it's first hurdle to becoming law: https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-
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pol-ca-vaccine-exemption-review-bill-20190424-story.html Please continue to call our Senators 
asking them to SUPPORT SB 276 in the next step to becoming law. It is clear that majority of 
people on this thread also support this bill, so please take a few minutes to make this count. Too 
often the anti-vax conspiracy fringe wins because we let them. They are motivated to make the 
calls, while the rest of us are not. The sane majority must beginning speaking up more often, or 
we will continue to lose. Senator Melissa Hurtado (916) 651-4014 Senator Jeff Stone (916) 
651-4028 Senator Holly Mitchell (916) 651-4030 Senator Susan Rubio (916) 651-4022 Senator 
Ben Allen (916) 651-4026 Senator Bob Archuleta (916) 651-4032 Senator Steve Glazer (916) 
651-4007 Senator Ling Ling Chang (916) 651-4029 Senator Toni Atkins (916) 651-4039 Senator 
Pat Bates (916) 651-4036 Senator Bill Monning (916) 651-4017 Senator Maria Durazo (916) 
651-4024 Senator Connie Leyva (916)651-4020 Senator Shannon Grove (916)651-4016 I hope 
you will consider taking a few minutes to make a few calls in SUPPORT of SB 276

 

Leigh Martin
, West Fountain Valley·14h ago
Important Add to Pierre's comments above: if you live in Huntington Beach, your State Senator 
is probably John Moorlach @ (916) 6541-4037, and for Fountain Valley's State it is Tom 
Umberg @ (916) 651-4034.

 

Mamere Koffee
, Sherwood·Edited 13h ago
Watched a PBS episode of “Call the Midwife” with the theme of the beginning of Measles 
vaccines. “If we only had a vaccine”....we should be grateful that vaccines can wipe out diseases 
that can kill people. I feel very grateful for my vaccines and that I can have my children 
vaccinated. Blindness, heart disease, etc from measles....no thanks. Gratitude for science!! What 
we are really dealing with is ignorance and conspiracy theory belief. That is the real tragedy 
here. 

"
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Ernie Davis
, Seabridge·9h ago
Just remember, a vote for SB 276 is a vote for allowing politicians to decide your children’s 
medical needs at the expense of the taxpayers.

 

Dan Rothman
, FV/HB Border·8h ago
This is craziness. Why are people calling vaccines toxic? Do they realize how fringe that is, how 
many decimal spaces above 99% of the medical profession is in agreement that those people are 
wrong? Vaccines are fundamentally prophylactic, not toxic. The diseases they protect against can 
be very harmful and are fully preventable. Pesticides and herbicides may or may not harm you, 
but the good news is you get to decide what food you eat. With infectious diseases and climate 
change, we shouldn’t get to make those individual choices. Collective well-bring is paramount 
and preventive measures are essential. People who don’t have scientifically and medically 
legitimate reasons for not being vaccinated should live away from society so they don’t infect 
other people. Please pack conspiracy theories in the moving boxes while they are at it. All Dr. 
Pan is trying to do is close the loopholes. Kudos to a fine man with a good brain and good 
intentions. Three cheers for science, logic, and rationality.
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Arnie Rosner
, West Fountain Valley·8h ago
The decision is one to be made by the sovereign Americans; not the servants of the people. 
https://scannedretina.com/2019/04/28/04-28-19-the-truth-the-only-truth-on-which-we-can-rely/ 
arnie 714-964-4056

Greg Brewsaugh
, Pacific Sands·7h ago
This bill would limit exemptions to those that actually need it, and is to support the greater good.

 

Arnie Rosner
, West Fountain Valley·6h ago
Is not the first order of business ---- Verify the legitimacy of those who claim authority to act on 
behalf of the sovereign Californians...? https://scannedretina.com/2015/03/06/public-notice-of-
the-crime-of-fraud/ https://scannedretina.com/2018/07/06/public-notice-suspected-fake-
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california-corporate-websites/

Shereen Sabet
, Pier Pointe·6h ago
a few red herrings in this thread and a lot of fear-mongering. <:-( which is never ever ever good. 
<:-( fear-mongering kills.

 

Therese Reese
, Pacific Ranch·2h ago
Do you think the thousands of illegals that come into our country daily have been vaccinated....?

 

Arnie Rosner
, West Fountain Valley·2h ago
Is that the root question to which we are seeking answers? How about who exactly is funding 
and organizing these coordinated attacks to invade our sovereign nation? The lawful Americans 
seem to have difficulty in organizing their own communities into lawfully effective 
Constitutionally compliant public institutions, guaranteed by the proper, lawful and legitimate 
Constitution invoked by the founders of America. Doe this make sense to you as a member of the 
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Orange County, California community? Exactly what type of a public institution posts its official 
lawful presence as a corporation? OCGOV.com https://scannedretina.com/2016/03/20/orange-
county-corporations/ Why are members of Congress private corporations? https://
scannedretina.com/2018/08/25/the-corporate-congressman-only-a-partial-list/ https://
scannedretina.com/2018/06/27/corporations-orange-county-fountain-valley-and-others/ Instead, 
we are permitting unelected corporate bodies, with no public accountability to direct the 
spending of locally acquired revenues with no lawful public oversight. https://scannedretina.com/
2018/09/17/405/ https://scannedretina.com/2015/01/09/regionalism-taxation-with-no-
representation/ https://scannedretina.com/2014/09/14/regionalism-agenda-21-by-impostors-
imposing-tyranny-by-stealth-right-under-your-noses/ https://scannedretina.com/2018/02/18/
drain-fountain-valley-2/ arnie 714-964-4056 arnie at arnierosner dot com

Therese Reese
, Pacific Ranch·28m agoNew
Wisdom from Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. about vaccines: “What you have to understand is that the 
vaccine regimen changed dramatically around 1989. The reason it changed is that Congress, 
drowning in pharmaceutical industry money, did something they have never done for any other 
industry – they gave blanket legal immunity to all the vaccine companies." "So that no matter 
how sloppy the line protocols, no matter how absent the quality control, no matter how toxic the 
ingredients, or egregious the injury to your child, you cannot sue them." "So there’s no 
depositions, there’s no discovery, there’s no class action suits. All of a sudden vaccines became 
enormously profitable.” "The enormous profits in the unregulated industry meant Big Pharma 
companies raced each other to produce new and unnecessary vaccines to pump into newborn 
children – often dozens at a time." “It became a gold rush for the pharmaceutical industry to add 
new vaccines to the spectrum.”
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